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New road, plaza construction finalized 
By Jeff Selingo 
By the time students return in 
the fall, the configuration of the IC 
campus will have changed. In the 
meantime, however, the college 
commllllity will spend its time skirt-
ing fence'S and avoiding potholes. 
According to Brian McAree, 
assistant vice president of student 
affairs and campus life, the first 
phase of the project ·began with 
fencing off a portion of U Lot in 
front of the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications. Eventually, the 
parking spaces within the fenced 
area will be lost indefinitely. In its 
place a plaza consisting of walk-
ways, trees, and grass will be con-
structed. This plaza will eventually 
extendpasttheParkSchoolofCom-
munications to the roadway that 
leads into D Lot between Landon 
and Clarke Halls. The plaza will 
then continue on the other side of 
the roadway past Clarke Hall to the 
main campus road, creating a grassy 
area between the lower quads and 
the tennis courts, according to Tom 
Brown, director of the physical 
plant. 
The second phase of the project 
will include the paving of parking 
areas and roadways. _ 
In some three day period be-
Grads: diploma 
comes with 
responsibility 
By Sasha Goodwin 
Caps adorned with messages 
such as "hire me" and "what 
now?" expressed the tensions of 
many graduates who marched 
onto the field for the commence-
ment ceremony waving, hoping 
to catch a glimpse of Mom and 
Dad. . 
Groups of nearly 1,500 stu-
dentsand professors wound from 
the football field to Ford Hall 
Saturday morning,_ May 16, be-
foreceremonies began forthe97th 
commencement of Ithaca Col-
· lege. · 
PresidentJamesJ. Whalen pre-
sented four honorary degrees in-
cluding a doctor of laws to Oscar 
Arias Sanchez and a doctor of 
music to Frank L. Battisti '53, 
M.S. '64, Shinichi Suzuki, and 
Gail M. Williams '73. 
Former Costa Rican president 
Oscar Arias Sanchez highlighted_ 
the proceedings with wor¢; con-
cerning the responsibility an in-
di vi dual obtains· with· the privilege -
ofacollegeeducation.Ariasspoke 
of the four years at college as an 
enriching yet isolated span of years. 
"As you emerge from that cradle 
of knowledge, however, you re-
enter a very different world from 
that which you left four years ago. 
A world with new hopes ror 
progress, butalsowithgreaterprob-
lems and inequities to overcome," 
Arias said. 
Arias asked graduating students 
to work against the risin& trends of 
exploitationoftheplanet Themani-
festation of moral decay was de-
scribed through his discourse on 
the "extr.eme poverty, illness, igno-
rance, oppression, corruption and 
violence that plague our region." 
In the class address, Andrew 
T. McMahon '92, president, asked 
his fellow graduates to consider 
their positions in an imperfect soci-
ety. 
"As we aspire to become teach-
See "Commencement," page 3 
"The new configuration 
allows the roadways to 
be on the oustide of the 
campus, while the 
quads and plazas are 
inside, creating ci safer 
campus." 
-Brian McAree,assistant 
vice president, student 
affairs and campus life 
tween June 1 and June 18, the part 
of the new campus road near New 
Hall will be surfaced, along with 
the O Lot extension behind the new 
science building where construc-
tion vehicles are currently parking, 
McAree said. 
"The biggest part of the project 
will begin around June 15th when 
we will begin construction of the 
new part of the campus road next to 
the chapel," McAree said 
On June 15, the current campus 
road from the traffic circle near 
Alumni Hall to the new science 
building will close permanently. 
This road in front of the chapel will 
be terraced with grass and trees. 
A new road will continue from 
the existing area just beyond Alumni 
Hall continuing behind the chapel 
through an existing athletic field, 
and connect to the new campus 
road behind the Park building. This 
part of the project is expected to be 
completed around July 20, Mcaree 
said. 
A~cording to Brown, the ath-
letic fields will be moved closer 
together to create room for the road-
way. Brown said the work on the 
fields will be completed by August. 
When the roadway in front of 
the chapel is closed, and until the 
road is completed behind the chapel, 
access to U Lot will be gained by 
See "Construction," page 7 
Ithacan/ Katherine W. Brown 
Seniors celebrate after the final degrees are conferred on Saturday; May 16. 
Whalen presents graduates with medallions 
By Sasha Goodwin 
Upon entering Ithaca College as 
freshmen, the class of 1992 was 
given centennial backpacks. Upon 
leaving they were given yet another 
gift commemorating centennial--
medallions. 
The bronze color medallions 
given to all commencement partici-
pants were a commemorative ges-
ture towards the centennial class, 
according to Bonnie Gordon, vice 
president of college relations. 
According to Gordon, gifts for 
graduates began in 1986 when a 
painting of Turtle Bridge, a place 
referred to by President Whalen at 
every Freshman Convocation and 
graduation, wasgiven to him by his 
mother-in-law. Whalen ordered the 
painting reproduced as a card that 
was included with the diploma for 
every student 
In the followingyears,cards with 
campus fireworks and posters 
have been given, including one 
by artist Jim_ Buckles. 
Gordon said the· medallion 
with the tower lights reading '92' 
was funded by anonymous do-
nors who fund special gift giving 
projects of President Whalen. 
Whalen described the medallions 
as his conclusive. gift after his 
initial gift of a backpack four 
years ago. 
College break signals start of summer 
Some Iocal'businesses only open unti111:oop.m. Campus offices prepare nonnauyget~tobecau5e:they'reoccupied." 
"With less students they are no late night A button on his desk cames the motto of the forsee SlOW SUffiffief munchies.'' Rogan said. f Of a busy SUffiffief office: "We love the way we look." 
"There is a tremendous difference, espe- By Elzio Barreto The activities of physical plant include By Jeff Selingo 
. Doing business in a college town has its 
advantages during the school year, but every 
good thing must come to an end. Summer is 
he~ in Ithaca, and the loss of about 24,000 
students at Ithaca College and Cornell Uni-
versity is an end for some. 
The delivery_business in the city may be 
the _most affected. Frank Rogan, owner of 
Rogan .. _s Corner and Franco's, said he loses 
40.percent on in-house business at Rogan's 
aJ!d 35 percent on delivery, while at Franco's 
he loses s· percent in house and 30 percent on 
deliveries.- · 
Rogan's also changes their hours for the 
sumf!ler;·Duringthe summer months they are 
cially during the last week of May. It does The first thing that comes to a person's building maintenanceandcare,groundcare, 
pick-up a little with summer sessions and mind when thinking about summer is the the logistics of special events and the super-
other special events, but you don't see a sun,fun,freetimeandexcitementthatcomes visionofthecollegefleet,whichincludesall 
definite increase until the fall," Rogan said.. with the season. Well, some offices at Ithaca $e.cars, trucks an$! vaos owned by the school 
According to Rogan, he finds": tlie best College have their minds set on different - $it from time't_titimenee,dto be.repaired and 
advertising is .word of mouth, and without things. cleaned. · · .. · " · · · 
the college students, who CQID_e in .contact The weather hasn't been very pleasant Physical plant· also supervises the con-
with each other daily, that network is lost. and for some of offices there is no free time ·sttuction on campus. According to Brown, 
The loss of students is felt~ a smaller because they are reaching a peak in the~ hisoffice·istheliQkbetw~cortractorsand 
degree downtown. According_~.<;~gJpn~s-, : -rac_tivities, ThiJ; may pe a surprise to m~~ the ac_a~ic;_ environm~rit. 
managerof Sounds Fine, local res1den~ and ·students, who· think the offices close orice _ ~rowri ·,:¢xplaine(f that- build11:g maintc-
Summerevents in town make"llp fortlie loss:·-- school is·over. · nance· includes the care of such utilities on 
:'There is no denying thafthe students ar~ · . Tom Brown,_ director of the IC Physical campus as ~lectricity, telephone, gas and the 
a boom and you can tell when they return in· .Plant, pointed o_tit. that during the summer wat,ersystem, whereas building care involves 
Se·e "Summer," p·ag· ~-2 "th .. 1 f · · la ' _ · .· _ ·. See. "Campus," page 6 
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By _Andy Sweeney_ . 
. "Wha_t are you doi~g in lt~aca this ~ummer? 11 · •. 
"Working for PRO-
UNIT, in other word~ 
doing nothing except 
playing Frisbee." 
Eric Ho mes 
: : ; "i- ha:V~ _t~'j>a~ -Math:for 
Decision Making before 
they let me graduate." 
Maureen Maier '93 
''just plain working." 
. "Attelllp_ting to do the 
impossible and have fun 
at the same time." 
" 
"Rockin', rockin', 
struttin', strollin', hang-
in~ out and squeezing 
thmgs." 
"Taking classes, work-
ing hard, trying to get 
out of debt.' 
Don't go without TV for 
weeks by waiting 'til the last 
mi-nute to order- cable 
' . 
-cau ACC QOW to pre-order cable service 
for your oevv-.a_ddress in the Fall. You'll 
save._ti:me_ a:no.'.energv by avoiding the 
· rush·. - - - - · · 
. -
- - ' 
wt1er-(.:v.q:il: ~al{ pe ~sure to ask about our 
gre-at money-s·aving packages : too! 
CALL BE.i=o·Re -AUOUST 15th! 
PRE-ORDER CABLE NOW! 
'. . ". . ,, . . 
:_ c-a11 ro1-1 F-ree 
1-800-676-2225 ACC 
or,l_ocally 1.1_._- - . · 
272-3456 1be Connection Yau N•d 
May28;·199i·. 
-:·sirmmer·--__ ·.:....·· _:__:__:_;____---, -._..;.·--:·~-.... 
Continued from page 1 penter, transit m·anager· ai'lthaca 
the fall, but it does not affect us that Transit, described the l;m~es. as . 
much," Jones said. · "deadsville" during the· summer,· 
The manager of a competing but as the colleges l~~d to better 
store at the Pyramid Mall, Mru:k use their facilities during the sum- · 
Petrovich of Record Town, dis- mer ridership down only drops 
agrees. about ten to fifteen percent on the 
"Our summer months are good, college routes.· According to Car-
but they are lower than the months penter, late night buses that usually 
when schools is in. The colleges travel to the colleges throughout 
have a great impact, and we see it in the week, now only service them 
August when the students return to on weekends. 
buy mainly accessories they forgot On campus, Ithaca College it-
to pack," Petrovich said. selfalsoundergoestransfonnations 
Bob Morris, manager of the Fan after school closes for the year. 
Club, a sporting goods store in the According to Kris Alling, busi-
mall, said summers are pretty slow ness manager at the IC Health Cen-
anyway because the season is ter, they are reduced to a "skeleton 
dominated by one sport--baseball. ere~ during the swnmer." Alling 
He said he hopes that the summer said twenty-four hour service is not 
olympics will boost sales this sum- available during the summer and 
mer, but he still looks forward to neither are the infirmary and X-ray 
November and December when they services. 
do the most business. "We do gear up a little for the 
"This type of business attracts summer conferences and classes, 
the college crowd so they buy a lot but nowhere close to the academic 
of gifts here. Their loss is felt now," year." Alling said. 
Morris said. Howard McCullough, director 
This is not the case everywhere, ofIC dining services, said the sum-
however, some businesses are mer continually fluctuates as to 
hardly affected by the loss of stu- numbers served, with a high of 
dents. - about 800 people served per meal 
According to Alison Christie, to a low of 25. 
sales assistant at Wildware on the According to McCullough, din-
Commons, their merchandise is ingservicesneverevencomesclose 
geared toward summer activities; to the 3000 people served per meal 
tourists to the area are their biggest during the school year. · 
customers. "I do, however, notice McCullough said, "Summer is a 
the difference around town. All the down-time, but then as the same 
places I go to seem a lot less time it is just as hectic because we 
crowded," Christie. have a lot less people working for 
Twenty years ago, Bernard Car- us." 
Named #1 "BEST BREAKFAST IN ITHACA" 
1990 & 1991 Readers Poll: Ithaca Times 
4253RDST 
-sr LOCATED 
ONRT. 13 
AND TI--IIRD ST. 
Over 30 Waffle Combinations Available 
More Than 20 Delicious Omelettes 
CHECK OUT OUR NEW DINNER MENU 
OPEN7DAYSA WEEK 
SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER 
277-0007 
Great deals are avaiiable to 
Ithaca College students! 
SLOp-in and check out the complete 
line-up of Apple~ Macintosh~ 
computers including the Apple 
Macintosh Classic~ II. 
It's a complete and affordable 
Macintosh Classic system that's 
ready to help you get your work 
finished fast. It's a snap 
- to set up and use. It 
has a powerful 
68030 
microprocessor 
and its in~emal 
Apple SuperDrive"' disk drive 
reads from and writes to Macintosh and , 
MS-DOS formatted disks. Up to twice the performance 
of the Macintosh Classic. Ask us about an upgrade. 
For more info. contact: 
_Academic Computing 
Services in Muller 102 
orcall 274-3030 
or call Patricia Menoui yoor Aulhool.Cd 
Education Sales Consultant: 315-253-5951 
,-rimes . , 
Connecting PointJCCI 
ti. Authorized Education Sales ~~t 
-Apple, Macintosh and the Apple logo are 1st · 
Classic is a registered trademark licensed ~g A!~ trademarks of ~le Colll)uter Inc. 
trademaik or Apple Colll)uter Inc. MS-DOS ,~re ~lll)eduter Inc. SuperOrtve 1s-8 -
- reg er trademark or Mlcrosott Corp .. 
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Seniors celebrate together one last time 
By Kelly Rohrer 
· Around the. World: Seniors 
Travel the Globe in 1992 
As the centennial class's year 
comes to a close, it reflects on the 
theme the seniorclassofficers chose 
for this year. It was apparent all 
year from the signs in the Campus 
Center bearing such names as 
Munich, Germariy or. Athens, 
Greece meant a senior class event 
as seniors travelled 'Around the 
World' in 1992. 
And when the semester ended, 
the seniors were eager to uncover 
the fun and adventure which could 
be theirs during their last week of 
touring--Senior Week. 
somehow managed to peek through 
a typical cloud-filled Ithaca_ sky. 
Snaggletooth jammed to their own 
music as well as covers such as the 
Who's ''Teenage Wasteland" 
Seniors such as Denise Lucena 
and friends Kerry Fluhr and Barri 
Rosenblatt lined up to create tie-
dye T-shirts reminiscent of the '60's. 
Eve~ though Lucena was "very sur-
prised to get such a large turnout," 
she was pleased as well. 
"The class of '92 is very cohe-
sive," Lucena said. "We do a lot of 
things together. There is a lot of 
spirit." 
Senior class president Andy 
McMahon '92,couldn 'tbelieve that 
so many seniors stayed to the very 
end. 
"We're really glad so many 
people stayed," McMahon said. 
"Approximately eight to 900 people 
came out of a possible 1500 in the 
class." 
Many seniors mingled around 
the food lines, waiting patiently to 
taste the clams. burgers and beers 
that complimented the theme. 
Paul Hesler '88, said the whole 
event was "quite a spread," and 
laughingly claimed, ''They didn't 
have anything as nice as this when 
I was here." 
His girlfriend. Stephanie V alardi 
'92 said she "liked the events the 
planned, but not what they are 
charging." 
"You pay $15 for general ad-
mission to all the events even if you 
are not going to all of them. It's 
ridiculous." Valardi said. 
Those who were done eating or 
tasting the 6-foot wide,4-foot long 
white centennial cake, tossed 
frisbees or volleyballs. Like many 
who attended, Michael Keitz '92 
and Jill Teeters '92 lounged on the 
grass and reminisced about their 
Woodstock, NY--Due to the 
threat of rain, this outdoor concert 
and clambake/BBQ at the Campus 
Center Quad was changed from May 
9 to the 10th. As it turned out, 
Sunday turned out-to be a beautiful 
spring day with bright sunlight that 
Commencement----------------
past four years. 
"The worst thing about senior 
week is that it reminds you of all the 
things you didn't do in four years 
and I get depressed," ~eitz said. 
"I can't believe it's over. It was 
the fastest four years of my life," 
Teeters said. 
Universal City, Califomia--The 
seniors spent Sunday night in the 
campus center quad sitting under 
the stars whileenjoying"stars" Billy 
Crystal and Jack Palance in City 
Slickers. Unfortunately,theevening 
had been cursed from the begin-
ning. 
The seniors expected to see Mel 
GibsonandDannyGloverinletha/ 
W eaponl/ as the Senior Week post-
ers indicated. The movie was 
changed due to the fact that lethal 
Weapon Ill was going to be re-
leased soon. "It got taken off the 
rental list a couple days before we 
wanted to rent it since Lethal 
W ecpon Ill was coming out four 
days later," McMahon said. 
Jan Russo felt cheated since she 
had already saw City Slickers but 
had never seen Lethal Weapon /I. 
"Didn't we just show City Slickers 
a couple of weeks ago?" Russo 
said. 
Even though City Slickers was a 
hit comedy movie, some seniors 
just thought it just had too much 
going against it. "I thought that all 
the events were good so far except 
for the movie. It was too bad that it 
turned out to be on the same day as 
the clam bake," Emily Reynolds 
'92, said. 
Sydney, Australia--Monday the 
11th was a trip to the "land down 
under." This beach party took place 
at Old Port Harbour and had weather 
much like that of a hot day down on 
the Indian Ocean. With the tem-
perature up to at least 80, some of 
the senior women donned bikini 
See "Seniors," page 7 
continued from page 1 translation, you lose the magic-- Park School of Communications '0 · .. _:,·-.-:,:?tr:~r::7:-::-;: 
ers, actors and doctors, let us not when you change the code you get thought the ceremony was imper-
forget or leave behind those people words, but the brilliance is miss- sonal. ·- ·. ··' 
in the world who aspire to have ing." "No one can see their parents 
adequate food, housing, ~clothing, "We all live our lives in transla- and theparentscan 'tsee their kids," 
and health care," McMahon said. tion to one degree or another in a Mrs. Tripp said. She ·said the stu-
F'ollowing McMahon, Whalen society that has become incredibly dentsshouldvoteastothenatureof 
took the podium to remind·them of complex and segmented," Whalen the ceremony deciding about as-
the legendary Turtle Bridge inci- said. pects such as rising in mass groups 
dent he shared with'them as fresh- The theme of "a day to give toreceiverecognition fortheirspe-
rnen. Whalen told of how he and his thanks" also penneated, President cific diploma-
wife Gillian were strolling near the Whalen asked the graduating class On the contrary, Estelle Stang er 
bridge one summer day at their tothinkofthemselvesasaminority when asked how she felt about the 
home in New Hampshire. ina world where many must simply ceremony said, "It was lovely." 
. He asked Gillian if a book he attempt to subsist, let alone think Although the commencement 
was reading by Colombian novelist about an education. ceremony was Mrs. Stanger's first 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, translated Reactions to the ceremony var- college graduation experience she 
into English, was as effective as its ied enormously. Ann G. Tripp, said that, "The impersonality of the Ithacan/ Katherine W. Brow~ 
original publication in Spanish. Her mother of A. Michelle Shelly Tripp day comes with any large crowd of ?resident Whalen presents an honorary degree ~o Oscar Ar\as 
reply was that, "When you read in '92 who graduated from the Roy H. people." ._ _ _. . · .- _ -~ -~~nchez durhig CX?,.l!'~~~-~~~en\~t~~i}l~- ·:-, :-~:..--.. ·::::-~ ~,.::. 
. . :· . . . .. . . ... -- . 
~~~=============~7. 
825 Danby Road 
Corner S. Aurora (96B) & Coddin~on 
DELIVERY HOURS: 
Sunday-Thursday 
Noon - 1:30 a.m. 
Friday &: Saturday 
Noon - 2:00 a.m. 
273-6006 
r----------------------------------, I I 
: ONLY AT.ROGAN'S! : 
I I 
I I 
; 1 Med. Pizza 2 Med. Pizzas : 
I w/ one topping 4 16-oz. sodas I 
. : 2 16-oz. sodas $9.95 : 
I $5.50 I 
I I 
i I 
1 1 lg. Pizza 2 Lg. Pizzas 1 
I w/ one topping 4 16-oz. sodas I 
I 2 16-oz. sodas $,14.95 1 I I 
I $8.50 1-
• . 
: 1 Med. P~zza 1 ·Lg. Pizza ·: 
I 12 Chicken.wings 24 Chicken wings I 
: 2 16-oz. sodas 4 16-oz. sodas . . · I: 
I $8.50 $14.50 I~ 
I I 
I ,, I,· 
1 Try any of our Gourm~t:~~~- · · :· ,; 
: at ttie low pric~.of _s~~~s (~e~i~~>.~,.$~-.~~:p.~rte). : I 
t- - -. YOU MUST MENTION THIS AD WHEN ORDERING. ; I· 
' . " ..I L--------------~~----------~~------, • • • • - ~ • ,t 
- •• ·- • - - - - ·--- • • I 
, 
'I - ,, • : I ""1 • ' 1, • I ' 1"••, •: • • I 1, I; ' : : ~ •,._,: M""' 
Alw~ys· F~:.deijyecy_ ~ -FREE Pepsi· . WE GLADLY Ac.-qwr ~ 
wi~h pizza! ~l~E~J!¢l}Very on subs and -AND~CARDON -~ 
wings with a $6.00-inmifilum order. AI.LFOODDELIVERIESJ;:::.,, 
~g¢:.:~~~~;_1~·~~--~~~:~~~~-I_delive~~~t .--. --~~~. f ~ j[CB)~~ 
• • • • ' ' 0 ) I • ', _. ' ; I, ... "I 
. . . ·~ ... .. . :· ,·, ' , ... 
'inJ;y~iddng £l({y'UJ htte<s 
etciting ·new store at 
Center Ithaca on tlie 
Commons 
, Fine Furniture 
, Unique Florals 
, Kitchen and garden acce~sories 
, Gifts for everyone 
Hours: Mon, Tues, Wed & Sat 10-6 
Thurs & Fri 10-9 & Sun 12-5 · 
277-85.43" 
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• ' "\ • ' .. ... ... 2- -
• - "I ' • 
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Campus Safety Log 
The following incidents are among those 
reported to The Ithacan by the IC Office of 
Public Information, based .solely on reports 
from the Office of Campus Safety. 
Anyone with any information regarding 
these entries is encouraged to contact the 
Office of Campus Safety. Unless otherwise 
specified, all reported incidents remain under 
investigation. 
Friday, May 15-
Thursday, May 21 
Friday, May 15 
'Y The Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
S-Lot upon report of a car fire, which was 
extinguished upon their arrival. Extensive 
damage to the vehicle occurred. No injuries 
were reported. 
Saturday, May 16 
'YA staff member filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of approximately $485 from the staff 
member's Dillingham Center office. The theft 
occurred during commencement ceremonies 
on May 16. 
Sunday, May 17 , . _ . . 
'Y Officers r·esponded to:the pillingham Cen-· 
tar upon report of a p~rson suffering from an 
asthma attack. First aid was rendered at' the 
scene and Bangs Ambulance transported the 
patient to the Tompkins Community Hospital 
for treatment. 
'Y Officer:s responded to the Garden Apart-
ment· area vpon report of a person with ·ab-
dominal pain. Bangs Ambulance responded 
and transported the patient to the Tompkins 
Community Hospital for treatment. 
Monday, May 18 
'Y A staff member filed a complaint after 
someone tampered with a locking mecha-
nism on a door at the campus warehouse. 
The incident occurred sometime between May 
15.and May 18. 
'Y The Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
Eastman Hall upon a report of a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to be an 
activated smoke detector. No cause for the 
activation was found. 
Tuesday, May 19 
T The Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
Williams Hall upon a report of a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to be a 
smoke detector that had been activated by 
some dust. 
'Y A student was referred for judicial action 
for the harassment of another student in the 
Hudson Heights area. 
Wednesday, May 20 
'YA staff member filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of an Armstrong flute valued at $189. 
The flute was discovered missing from Ford 
Hall on May 20. The time of the theft has not 
been determined. 
.,. Officers responded to the Terrace 7 resi-
dence hall upon a report of a staff member 
who had fallen. First aid was rendered at the 
scene and the patient was transported by 
ambulance to the Tompkins Community 
Hospital for treatment. 
T The Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
the Bookstore area for a fire alarm. Cause of 
the alarm was determined to be a smoke 
detector activated by dust. 
Thursday, May 21 
'Y The Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
Muller Hall for a fire alarm .. Cause of the alarm 
was determined to be aii activated smoke 
detector. No cause for the activation was 
found. 
T Officers responded to Hudson Heights 
upon a report of smoke in the area. The 
source of the smoke was determined to be 
scraps of paper that had been maliciously 
ignited near Building 2. No damage occurred. 
The Ithaca Police Department also re-
sponded. 
·· IR VIN G'S R EAL DEL I R E.A LL Y H IT S T H E S PO l 
IRVtNG CAN fix a delicious pirnic lunch or dinner for a 
few friends, a few families or an entire 
doss or conference. 
tAacle•to-order 
Box Lunch 
. .t, Choice ol sub or sondv,ich 
(combinations indAoast bee(, _mmed.beel, ~-. 
tmY broost, postram~ sol_oin1; ~encnn. Sv,,ss, 
-111cwol011e,.mozznreUa •. 111~. meddar ~ 
lettuce, tornrito, onion, mimurd; mayo, IU~n . · 
· disig:breods and rolls) · ... • . , · . : 
Order from a menu of famous 
sandwiches and subs, or pock an array 
of coldruts and specialty salads. 
Roasted chicken, chicken wings and 
six.foot subs, too. 
'Having a meeting? Coll hving for 
· snacks and refreshments. 
• · - · k . .t Qi· · s· so·' ·· · · · · · · Lunch, dinrier and ·tote night 
May 28. -1992 
Get to know the 
new Domino's Pizza! 
It's better all · 
the way around! 
CALL US! 
273-0111 INOBODY -· KNOWS : ·· .~&INO'S .. 
How You Llke Pizza At Home. 
~:~::-~~~-~~;:;~::-
: only $4. 75 : only $7 .25 
I I 
• al . • a11 1exp1res 6/16/92 m: I expires 6/16/92 mm~ . 
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2· Medium Pizzas 2 Large Pizzas 
, only $9.00 : only $14.00 
I I 
:exp/res 6/16/92 Ill. : expires 6/16/9'2 II, 
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Ever wonder why so many test 
prep "experts" keep comparing 
themselves to Stanley H. Kaplan 
in their ads? Compare for 
yourself, and discover that: 
,. : . 
• More Ivy League students prepare at Kaplan than 
anywhere else. · 
• You never have to miss a class because you can make 
up lessons at the world's largest library of practice 
tapes, at your convenience. 
• Don't sell yourself short. Students with financial need 
can request tuition assistance. 
• Kaplan has the most up-to-date materials. Thus, 
you'll gain confidence using our proven effective 
test-taking techniques. ' 
.-·I.STANLEY H. KAPLAN 
. £EDUCATIONAL _CENTER LTD. 
-.. · ·-. L,~vel y. instructio.n! Individual tutoring! .. 
. ~ r::.~il ; _.!P5,.: . 5 I, , . 0 ., ·deliveries cify-wide. ' ' ; ' • 
·.1 Cookie .,. · -·· · 11 a~m.-2p.m., 6p:m.-midnight · ··, , ,· 
, 1 , , • ' , I •pe(IDft• I • 
Sumn1er and Fall courses available for 
LSAT, GMAT, GRE, AND MC~A.T. 
,. r ,. 
• ~ I ' ' ' • • • • 
.. .- J\\.~"~o .lrving'.s< · ... ·.·.· --' ... ·. 
'@)272-lllVS ·•··· ..•. oo -d~Ji';. ····.·· .. . 
. · (272-4787) · . 109 S. Cayuga •- ltbac~~ ~ · .. 
· MC·& VISA welcome.• IRVING. DEUVERS, 'TIL MIDNIGHT • Fre~; delivery Yi/ $5 "ardet 
' - . , . . ' 
· For 1*o~e infori;natit)n, please call: 
· · : . · 277-3307 -. - . -
qr stop at our _l~JEW LOCA:TION; 
127·W. _STATE STREET, ITHACA 
- ... -~ ·- -- - - - - ... - -
----, -------------·------~--! 
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OPINION 
Promoting 
progress 
Education is synonomous with progress, and there is no better 
example of this than the progress that Ithaca College has seen over the 
course of a century. 
Documenting the changes of the college, there has been a.growing 
presence on campus--the school newspaper. 
There has been a substantial evolution from the time Key Note (IC's 
first student publication) was created in 1901 and the first publication 
of The Ithacan in 1930. Today's Ithacan has gained much credibility as 
compared to just three years ago, as well as becoming a major source 
of inform~tion for the Ithaca College community. The size of our staff 
has doubled in that time as well, and new .people are constantly being 
trained. This sum_mer The Ithacan is ta1cing its next step--the publica-
tion of sµmmer issues. As a year-round publication, we are better 
equipped to handle the growing summer activity on this campus. 
This activity takes many forms. Aside from the 900 students 
enrolled in summer classes, there is a host of other activities such as 
the annual Suzuki Institutes, the Special Olympics, a variety of sports 
camps and alumni weekend. While the staff of The Ithacan labors in 
the Park building, hordes of construction workers are busily.adding to 
the school, constructing the new science building and developing the 
campus grounds. Although the campus may not look a pretty as some· 
may be used to, it represents the drive towards the betterment of the 
school by Ithaca College and its alumni. This drive needs to be further 
bolstered by those in a postition -to help. 
The new science building is not the only recipient of alumni dollars 
by any means. Scholarship has always been the top priority of endow-
ments, according to Bonnie Gordon, vice president of alumni relations. 
Murphy had a baby, 
Quayl~ had a coW 
According to Gordon, the college began its first comprehensive BOSTON--It was enough to 
campaign in 1983. The goal was to raise S20 million by the centennial. bring on a postpanum depression. 
That mark was reached a year early, so the Board of Trustees decided One day Murphy Brown completes 
to extend the goal to S32 million by 1993. This Century Fund is her finest, funniest, investigative 
divided into four different categories: scholarship endowment, · p1ece--l'The Tn.tth About Natural 
academic program arid-facility improvement, t_he development of the_ _ _ <:::hildbirJh~ Lt Hur_u.! '.'r-and .gives. - .. -___ ,_,..OG, 
sciences and the annual fund, money without.stipulation ori how i-t is to - birth- to_ a:_': -
be spent. bouncing ELLEN 
GOODMAN As The Ithacan can't improve without continued student support, baby boy. 
Ithaca College can't grow as rapidly and with as much success without The next 
continued alumni support--support that k~ps alive the educational clay the vice president of the United 
opportunities of this college into the next century. States lambastes her for "mocking 
Beverly Goodman ~he impo_nance of Eather~ by .be3!-
Editor in chief _ mg ~ child al~ne. He 1mph,cates 
.---------------------------, her 10 everythmg from the ' pov-
erty of. values., to the disintegra- headline blared it: "Quayle to true heroes." 
The 
Summer ITHACAN 
The Ithaca College student newspaper, 
published bi-weekly in the 
Roy H. Park School of Communications, Room 269. 
Editorial: 274-3207 Advertising: 274-3208 
Editor in Chief ............................................. Beverly Goodman 
Advertising Manager ............................................. Kristin Card 
News Editor .......................................................... Jeff Se lingo 
Classifieds/Comics Editor ................ .-............. Cassie LaBarge 
Editorial Page Editor ................................... Beverly Goodman 
Photo Editor ............................................. Katherine W. Brown 
Copy Editor .......................................................... Kevin Lewis 
What:s Happening Page Editor ........................... Kelly Rohrer 
Manager, Student Publications ............................ Paul Heaton 
The summer staff also includes: Elzio Barreto, Sasha 
Goodwin, Kevin Lewis, Mark Lutz, Scott Matthews, Ally 
Mead, Ali Mroczkowski, Kelly Rohrer, Will Sasche, Andrew 
P. Sweeney, Adam Wodon 
All letters to the e&tor must be received by 7 p.m. the Sunday 
before publicazion. All letters must include the wriler's name, phone 
number, major and year of gradualion. Letters should 
be less than500 words and typewritten. The Ithacan reserves 
the right to e&t letters for length, clarity and last~. . 
For advertising razes and deadlines, conJact The Ithacan, Park School of 
· C01111111111icalioru1 Ithaca qollege, lthaca,NY 14850. ._ 
· Founded.in 1930_ 
. ··:.:v ... _.... -:· .. ,._ .... ~ ·.· .... ---:-~. :· ... ~-... -~. ·:·>,·:~~ :. 
· The i1mc4n· :e~co;;,.di~s .l~tters: io .the ~di~r. ·{/_ yo~ 
~Ve a1 op~ion.jou' .feefsfi:o,nQ~Y abou~,, or if't~e is•. 
some Jcirzd .df pr:oblem or situation you . would_ like to 
· q,ddress; pleil$e°:s.ubmit a letter:. to the Ithacan office at. 
: ..room 26!fin the 'PareS~ho.ol of Ctimm~ni~ations. W~ , 
. wo~ltl also apprtciaie Of'&Y insightful commentary on how 
_we are doing'as th(l_tlJ.aca _College campus newspaper. 
' , ~ . . . ~. ,, 
.. ~ ... - ... ·'· . ~~~; ·:~\: },:·· ·:' ~ ;•, ..... ,. ', ... -~ : . 
. ,,' •' •, . 
tion of the family. Murphy Brown: You Tramp!" But are you "irresponsible" if 
The only one who appeared to Today, when a fortysomething you bring a baby into the world 
take the flap in stride was Candice woman, with a secure job, a hefty with every advantageexceptahus-
Bergen. But then she grew up in an bank balance, health insurance, band-father? Are you a hero only if 
normal two-parent family with a self-confidence and an extended you once had a husband who left 
wooden dummy as a sibling and a family of co-workers· finds herself you and the kjds? 
father who made his fame as a pregnant and decides to have the Theproblemisn'tthatwehavea 
ventriloquist ... on the radio. baby, a lot of people figure that it's "poverty of value_s. ~·· It's that we 
The rest of the country, deep in none of their business. When-a high have a plethora of values, most of 
debt, politically paralyzed and po- school sophomore, te~msomething, •hem in conflict with each other. 
larized, jittery about jobs and the withapart-timejobatMcDonald's, lfthat'sconfusingforadults,it's 
future, ignored the fact that, hey, and a time frame that envisions life more confusing for kids. I join the 
it's just television. Everybo~y all the way to next weekend. has a chorus of parents tired of rich, fa-
jumped into ·a free-for-all about baby, they're sure it's· a disaster. mous and unwed mothers. There's 
motherhood, single motherhood, If an independent single woman a difference.between a sitcom and a 
families and family values. becomes pregnant, her·co-workers newsstoryaboutsinglemotherdom. 
First George Bush and the boys are likely to hold their tongues and We do not, repeat, DO NOT want 
in the White House. floundered holdababyshower.Ifawomanon our16-year-oldstodowhatMurphy 
around trying to fmd a politically welfare has a third child by a third did. It is harder now to pass on a 
correct position on a policy ~t's husband, everyone has something single simple message. 
showing, shall we say, stretch to say and it isn't pleasant. But there is one. other conflict 
marks. Murphy Brown had a baby. What makes thedifferencenow? here. Most of us hold one set of 
That's bad. Shechosethebabyover Fact and fiction? Television and values in the abstract. We have an 
the abortion. That's good. Now real life? Maturity? Money? Good opinion, in general, about "single 
she'sanunwedmother. That's bad. sense? mothers," or "responsibility," or 
What'sapregnantwomantodo Most of us would still like to "family·values."Weoftenamend 
with an administration that's hos~ , allot one well-adjusted, happily tha~ make alJowances and excep-
tile to single mothers and opposed married,secureandadoringmother. ·tions.for,people weJmow and the 
to abortion? Stay.pregnant? and father to each newborn. But we life stories we hear. We understand 
. ·But c~rvatives weren't the .have a much more complicated livesonebyoneandthat'stheway 
· ooly ones- .wearing contradictions view of reality. A more layered - . it should be. · 
intheir.m.atemityo:utlooks.Contra-. sense of what a child needs. In the odd wav of television, 
dictions are :standard issue nowa- With ten million single mothers, · · 'Murphy Brown has become some-
days. · · · marriage isn't what it used to be. one·we know. By the time 38 mil-
In those wonderful yesteryeaf:S . ·. We have the unwed an~ the previ- lion Americans watched her go 
that the vice president brings b~!c- · ously wed both strugglirig on their through labor and sing the first 
to moisten our eyes with nostalgia,. own. Even Quayle reflec1$ a modi- lullaby to her: 590, we understood 
. unwed mothers were judged by th~-:. ~um of ambivalence.-Ononeday he , what it meant and why it was righL 
singlestandardofmorality._Apreg- said, "Bearing babies irresponsi- · For her. 
nant broadcaster and a pregnant' bly is simply wrong." ·on the next, Dan should have figured that 
teen-ager were tarred by the same hesaid, "I have the greatestrespect ouL 1'4urphy Brown had a son. 
brush.AstheNew YorkDailyNews. ' for· single moth·ers. They are the Quayle laid an egg . 
6 THE SUMMER ITHACAN May 28, 1992 Coming home·Centennial R~union Weekend ~n Ithaca promises 
· •fun for alumni of all ages and interests 
By Will Sachse 
No one can blame the visiting alumni for 
being a little confused. Ithaca is still the 
same-temperamental weather and two many 
one-way streets-but Ithaca College has un-
dergone a major facelift. New buildings have 
popped up everywhere, and the roads are a 
seemingly endless maze. The reunion sched-
ule is mind-boggling; almost 60 events are 
listed. A great deal of time and effort has 
gone into the planning and execution of Re-
union '92, and it promises to be the biggest 
and best reunion yet 
After registering at'Phillips Hall, alumni 
will probably w~t to park their cars and 
check into their donn rooms. In the past, 
parking has been a problem, but this year, 
with the expansion of the 'O' and 'S' lots 
behind the Roy H. Parle School of Communi-
cations, parking promises to be little hassle. 
Alumni who plan to stay on campus may park 
in the lots closest to their residence hall. The 
Garden Apartments.Quads, Towers and New 
Hall will be used for housing. 
After getting settled and sharing memo-
ries, there is time to go out and meet new 
friends. This year, every class has been in-
vited to join in on the celebration, so the age 
range is vasL The oldest returning alumn is 
from the class of 1921, while a few students 
who graduated in '92 will also be taking part 
in·the events. Over 1,200 people from the 
classes in-between 1921 and 1992 are e11--
pected to return; that number nearly doubles 
the old record for most alumni at a reunion. 
A lot of planning and preparation has gone 
into the schedule of events, and there is 
something for everyone to do this weekend. · 
The Friday banquet, Saturday afterqoon pic-
nic and evening ball will be the most highly 
attended events, according to Steve Kimmons 
'78, director of alumni relations. But there 
are other activities planned that tailor to indi-
vidual interests. 
One of the most exciting events of the 
weekend are the affinity group meetings, 
scheduled for May 28 and 29, Thursday and 
Friday evenings. These groups were designed 
to bring people with similar college interests 
together-for example, people in the eco-
nomics program will get a chance to meet 
with former professors, classmates, and eco-
nomics students before and after them. 
There are close to 30 group meetings. 
Also, for the first time, there will be an all-
Greekreception on Friday evening. This is an 
opportunity to meet fellow fraternity and 
sorority members. 
In addition to the affinity groups, there are 
several tours planned during the weekend, 
including the gorges, wineries and many other 
sites in the Ithaca area A Cayuga Lake lun-
cheon cruise is one of the highlights of the 
tour schedule. For those who can 'tgetenough 
of the outdoors, there are also many sports 
events scheduled. Golfers can hit the links 
during Friday's golf tournament, and tennis 
afficianados can test their skills in the singles 
and doubles tennis tournament, held on Fri-
day and Saturday. A softball game is planned 
for Saturday, and a 5K/1K run will be held on 
Sunday. 
Some alumni will undoubtedly be re-
freshed bY. the educational environment, and 
there are many activities scheduled which 
cater to the intellect. The keynote speaker, 
Nicholas Negroponte, will speak about his 
vision of the future on Friday. The next day 
there will be several panels investigating the 
applications of Negroponte's vision of the 
future of m\llti-media technology. 
If you want to catch a little theater, Serling' s 
World will be performed Thursday through 
Saturday. Written by Peter Klinge, an Ithaca 
College professor, the play memorializes Rod 
Serling, creator of the Twilight Znne series. 
Serling was also once a visiting professor at 
IC. 
Campus----------------------------------
continued from page 1 
cleaning of the interior of the buildings. 
Brown said that ground care consists of 
lawn mowing, the planting of new flowers 
and the maintenance of flowerbeds already 
planted. He pointed out that "the costs of 
planting are small compared to the benefits, 
because we grow our own plants in the 
greenhouse." 
While physical plant is busy readying the 
campus for the influx 'of summer visitors, the 
Office of Campus Activities and Orientation 
is preparing in other areas. 
Although the Office of Campus Activities 
and Orientation is busy throughout the year, 
it picks up during the summer because of the 
orientation sessions for incoming students. 
According to Sharon PoliceUo, director of 
Campus Activities and Orientation, during 
the school year they supervise all 148 campus 
organizations. 
Policello pointed out that during summer 
the office focus on orientation, with the pre- According to Lynnette Marean, associate 
planning and implementation of all sessions. registrar, the registration of incoming students 
Like physical plant, the Registrar's Office is one of the busiest tiines at the Registrar's. 
becomesextremelybusybecauseofseasonal She pointed out that in a nonnal day they 
events such as commencement, incoming register about 250 people from 8:30 to 1:30. 
students orientation, registration, summer "We do so many in such a short period," she 
school and junior audits. said. 
Duringthesurnrnertheypreparethejunior Finch pointed out that the Registrar's 
audits, a worksheet for seniors who will be Office "works in conjunction with other of.: 
graduating in the coming year. Sally Pichany, fices thatgetreally busy during the summer," 
assistant degree coordinator,· explained the like Orientation and Summer Sessions. She 
audits feature "requirements they [seniors] explained that all registration for summer 
have to fulfill in their major in order to courses is also done at the Registrar's. 
graduate." · A week after commencement, Summer 
Karen Finch, student service coordinator, Session I starts and the office of Continuing 
said the summer season at th~ Registrar's EducationandSummerSessionsapproaches 
starts during senior week, when the whole its busiest time of the year. 
office is engaged in the preparation for. Kim Milling, director of Continuing 
commencement, stuffing and organizing di- -Education and Summer Sessions said that 
plo'!'as, a~eraging out grades ~d separating during the school year they administer the 
semors w1~ honors ~d semo~s who have continuing e4,u~_on as~t of _the offi:ce. 
problems with graduauon reqmrements. They take care of adul~students taking course 
for credit, as well as extramural students and 
school staff who are non-degree students. 
Milling explained thatextramural students 
may have a degree and are taking courses to 
meet special needs at their work place, such 
as a greater knowledge of business manage-
ment 
According to Milling '!summer term is the 
single biggest term we run." He revealed that 
there are nearly 900 students, about 400 of 
them registered for the first session and the 
rest for the second and graduate sessions. 
Several students are taking internships 
during the summer and Milling stated that 
the office also takes care of summer interns. 
He.said that last year there were 175 summer 
interns working in such places as TV stations 
and movies in Hollywood or New York City. 
Summer season is not a time for leisure 
for Ithaca College staff, who, at times, are so 
busy they- can't even look outside their 
window to see the sky i.s still cloudy. 
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To 
All Our 
Alumni 
Welcome Home 
Join us Friday at 6pm in Muller Chapel 
for 
S~abbat Services of Renewal 
·_It ~i~l be the 4_2~d day in the counti~g_ 
- ···of-the Omer 
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The changing face of the campus .He.re are highlights of major changes planned to take place this s·tJmmer. 
AS OF JULY 20 
Section of existing Campus 
Road from the entrance of 
C Lot to the entrance of D 
lot will be eliminated. 
ASOF JULY20 
Existing Campus 
Road linking new 
Campus Road to 
R Lot and Garden 
Apartments will 
be eliminated. 
Construction will begin with the paving of the new 
campus road near S Lot and the extension of O Lot on 
the side of the new science building. This will occur 
during a three day period between June 1 and June 18. 
T • • • • -:. • J • • • • ' \,, I -' • 
.,,,. 
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Construction----------------------------------
continued from page 1 elimination of the small connector access to U Lot in front of the cam- college community explaining the will be increased directional signs 
driving through p Lot and E Lot in road between S Lot and the Garden pus center. According to Brown, changes within the next few weeks. during the numerous conferences. 
front of Job Hall, Textor Hall, and Apartments in front of New Hall. this most likely will be completed Similar notices will be sent to the McAree said, "the new configu-
Muller Faculty Center, McAree Th~finalpartoftheprojectwill near the time of the new science summergroupswhowillbeoncam- rationallowstheroadwaystobeon 
·d be the construction of a ~oadway building in the fall. pus throughout the summer con- , theoutsideofthecampus, while the 
sai .According to McAree, another between Williams Hall and the new According to McAree, a memo struction period. quads and plazas are inside, creat-
phase of the project will include the science building which will allow with a map will be sent out to the Additionally,McAreesaid,there ing a safer campus." ; 
Seniors-----------------------------------
continued from page 3 were greeted by yellow and green Brain Lowry '92 felt that_ the The dance floor was extremely "The semi went wonderfully. I 
tops not only to keep cool near the balloons and flowered streamers beer should be cheaper. "Since we crowded, so some people headed couldn't have asked for a better 
hamburgers and chicken roasting which were strewn to symbolize filledMax'sbar,weshouldhaveat downtothePubtorelrutandtakein. turnout and everything went 
on the outdoor patio grill, but to Brazil's festiveness. least gotten a deal on the beer. I'd the entertainment. smooth as sugar," Cohen said 
catch some rays as well. Jennifer At first, it was comfortable to rather have cheap beer than a sou- Many people took advantage·of - - · lthaca,New York--Sincelthaca 
Fonnan '92 hoped "the weather stroll the deck next the deck out venircup,too." theguitaristwhoplayed'inthePub. isintheheartoftheFingerLakes 
would stay just as nice for gradua- back and watch the moon overhead Ed Glazer '92 thought that the It was the perfect place to get a Wine country and New York is 
tion." from a deserted picnic bench. "food should be free everywhere drink and some munchies and get America's#2wineproducingstate, 
Even though trying to mingle But in what seemed like a matter we go." away from the crowd upstairs. "The it was fitting to hold a wine tasting 
with friends and balance cool of minutes, Max's was "filled to Yet other seniors disagreed with organizers did a good job making c~h course in the Emerson Suites 
summery drinks like sttawberry over its legal capacity", according some seniors' gripes on the cost sure there were enough hors on Thursday, May 14. 
daiquiris was difficult because of to Rochelle Cohen '92, vice presi- "We paid $15 for our tickets and I d'oeuvresavailable and the lines at For the first time ever, this se-
the amount of people, the seniors ___ ..;,_.._______ think that a lot of seniors who did ___________ niorweekeventwasheldforseniors 
enjoyed the jovial atmosphere. "I'm having a blast not go [to the activities] are losing "/ always have a good to come and learn about wine eti-
For instance, Tanya Langberg tonight. The clambake out. I think we got out money's tz·me and the students quette--everythingfromsniffingto 
'92,SueBeniot '92,MikeKay '92 worthjustwiththeclambakealone. sipping--from Barbara Lang, a 
and George Gruber '92 huddled in was great~ the BBQ was Not only was there tie-dying but really seem to have a professor in the School of Hotel 
asmallcomeroftheoutdoorporch awesome, the comedien there was such a variety of food, good time as 'well. Jt's a Administtation at Cornell. 
talked about the week as a whole. was hilarious, too. The too," Nicole Sutton '92, said. · ·1 · d d · Four New York wines were 
Benoit expressed that "these- whole-week has been a LisaBloomberg'92feltherweek very czvz zze goo tzme served as well as "rinsing water" 
niorclassofficerstookalotoftime had been going really well so far. which I like." andcrackerswhichLangsaidwere 
in planning this event. They did a lot of fun." "I'm having a blast tonight. The -President James Whalen "to cleanse the palate." 
lot and you can really tell." -Lisa Bloomberg '92 clambake was great, the BBQ was To end her presentation, Lang 
President James J. Whalen at- awesome, thecomedian washilati- · the bar weren't bad at all," FJ Cava advised the class of '92 to "Drink 
tended many of the senior week dent of the senior class. ous, too. The whole week has been '92, said. in health, drink in moderation, and 
festivities and in between hellos Someoftheseniorschattedabout a lot of fun." One of the highlights for the congratulations to you." 
and handshakes near the entrance how disappointed they were- that . New York, New York--Upon evening was a slide show that the Over 200 seniors attended the 
totherestaurant,hemanagedtosay the boat trip for the "Caribbean entering the Campus Center on seniorclassofficersorganizedasa event and many said they thor-
that he "thinks senior week is a Cruise"fromPortAntonio,Jarnaica Wednesday, May 13 to make their surprise for their classmates. oughly enjoyed it, too. "I didn't 
great idea and-a great tradition. I (actually Lake Cayuga) was can- way to the Emerson Suites for the "We'vebeentakingpicturesallyear expect this. I tho11ght you would 
always have a good time and the celled because the boat was too semi-formal dance, seniors were long of all our [senior] events and just walk up to the table and taste 
students really seem to have a good unsafe to be placed in the water yet greeted by a huge arch of black and we put it to music," Cohen said. "It different wines," Kristy Indalh '92, 
time as well It's a very civilized "Iwasreallylookingforwardto gold balloons, symbolizing New turnedourreallywellandeveryone said. 
good time which I like." ' the boat trip," Karin Golberg '92 York's sophisticated reputation. got all emotional, too." Nadia Bodnar '92, feltthat Pro-
Rio.de Janeiro, Brazil--The last · said. "Besides the semi formal, it The dance attracted nearly 1200 Most all that attended enjoyed fessor Lang "gave a lot of good 
92 hours that the seniors had left to was the one thing I was looking · seniors to the sold-out event. the event thoroughly. Tara Trombly pointers on what are the best wine." 
spend together as a whole class forward to." Men in tuxedos and woman in _ '92, felt that the evening was "the One senior made it a point to 
began at'Max's on Tuesday, May Otherscomplainedaboutthecost fancy attire buzzed around friends best time I've had in four years." compliment Lang as she walked 
12. of the whole week. "What did we and acquaintances, talking to ·as "The semi formal was really by. "You were an excellent 
..... -~ ~Qip~ ~q~e.d. tJl~.llar .!l!lP .• p;iy. QQI'. $15. fQrJ:.' }.ii_~ C~hen, '9,2. , .. ~Y ppPple. ~, l;h~y :cpµJ<f l>Y(o~ .. ~~df~qrp~,,". A~y. T~~i_ll_g~~. '.9?-. .. s~~r: • "o/.e. ~!l~C?Y.Cf-1. y~~. very 
movedontothedeckoutback, they said. the evemng ended. sa1 • much." 
Ithacan/Magda Konig 
Snaggletooth gives an energetic performance on the Quad. 
Ithacan/Miriam Greenfield 
Seniors arrive at the Emerson Suites for the annual semi-formal. 
Ithacan/Magda Konig 
Jack Oblack and President Whalen 
at the seml-fonnat. 
roun t 
• 1n 
Seniors celebrate their last day of classes with the ritual plunge in1 
carousing during the 92 ~ays pa_ny at Max's. Ithacan/Mark Lutz 
e 
' 
ge into the fountains. 
' ' 
,;'',:;;-
',,._ ., 
,, ~ , ' ' :~ ,. 
' :::. , 
or 
Se~l~rs go-Down, U~der at Old Pon Harbor., 
Ithacan/Magda Konig 
L·R: Elliot Blake, Susan Frevola, Tara Trombley, and Jay Tokasz. 
Ithacan/Magda Konig 
J.J. an~ pa_ls take a break trom the softball g~~e. ~ ... - -~ 
, Ithacan/Miriam Greenfield 
Dave Binder pleases the crowd. 
~-,., 
> 
\ 
,<.: • ' 
;.., 
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Centennial· speaker t() fOCus, on the home of the future 
By Will Sachse hopes th~t someday his vision will ever, due to limited seating, tickets cable to everyday life, focusing on ence advisory boards for the U .S · 
In the future, if Nicholas become reality. are required. Those participating in human-computer interaction. Department of Health, ~e~d Engi-
Negroponte gets his way, everyday Negroponte will deliv~r the Reunion '92 may obtain tickets Like HAL in the movie "2001 ", neering, and Computervision Cor-
household appliances will truly be keynote address at the Second · through the alumni relations office Negroponte believes that comput- poration. . , 
smartanduser-friendly; The door CenturySymposiumlV,sponsored at 274-3194; the general pubJic ers should talk and smile - in NicholasNegroponte skeynote 
will automatically open if your by the Roy. H. Park School of should call the centennial office at essence, they should become as adress is followed by panel dis-
bands are full, the telephone will Communications in concordance 274-1992. human as their users. Only then, cussions on Saturday, May 30. 
know when you are busy, and the with Reunion '92. Nicholas Negroponte's creden- Negroponte argues, can we truth- These panels are composed of 
refrigerator will order more milk On Friday, May 29, at 4 p.m., tials are very impressive. He ere- fully use the label "user-friendly" faculty and alumni commentators 
fromthestorewhenyou'reaboutto Negroponte will speak in the ated the MIT Media Lab in 1984, whendiscussihgpersonalcomput- who will discuss implications ~nd 
run out Hoerner Theatre, Dillingham Cen- and he has since been recognized as ers. possible applications of 
Negroponte·, a professor of me- ter for the Performing Arts. The the leader in the new field of com- Negroponte has taken his vision Negroponte' s work to their respec-
dia technology and head of the event, entitled "Communication: puter-aided design. Through his on tour, lecturing at prestigious in- tive disciplines. 
Media Laboratory at the Massa- Window to the 21st Century'\ is research, he has attempted to make stitutions such as Berkeley and Thepanelsarealsofreeandopen 
chusetts Institute of Technology free and open to the P!Iblic. How- multi-media technologies appli- Yale. He has also served on sci- to the public. 
Concert celebrates century 
By Kelly Rohrer 
According to Grant Egbert, 
founder of the Ithaca Conservatory 
of Music, the key element in mak-
ing dreams unfold is none other 
than good old fashioned practice,. 
This appropriately describes the 
theme of Ithaca College's Com-
mencement Eve Concert entitled 
As Dreams Unfold ... This even more 
precisely defines the impressiveness 
of the School of Music's tribute to 
the graduates in the centennial class, 
who performed their unique cel-
ebration of sound to commemorate 
the College's 1992 Commence-
ment 
"Die event,, which took place on 
May ·15 fl~. 8:30 ·p.m. · in:_ the Ben 
LighfGymnasiurri, wascoordinated 
by Wilson, who had also directed 
the last five commencement eve 
concerts. 
Center stage was reserved for 
Grant Egbert (played by Randie 
Blooding) and his wife Gertrude 
(Deborah Montgomory) in period 
costumes, who re.-enacted fictional 
dialogue to tie the whole program continuous performance of pieces, 
together historically, while em- only broken down by Ltte short 
phasizing that IC began as a music monologues and songs by Blood-
conservatory started by Egbert. ing and Montgomory, including 
The actors served as a liaison Leonard Bernstein's duet "Carried 
between the different groupings of Away." 
pieces perf onned by the various The final piece of the concert 
ensembles. These pieces were was "Ithaca Forever." The Choir 
chosen for their dreamlike charac- and Wind Ensemble started the 
tcristics or for the particular time at piece that begins "My Ithaca, my 
which they were written. Ithaca, guide us on our way ... " 
According to Wilson, the pieces According to Wilson, this piece 
were initially chosen based on three is not the official alma mater, but it 
main criteria--they were related to had become a tradition for the 
the centennial and to the theme As concert. "This song has been per-
Dreams Unfold ... , as well as being formed for a few years now and it's 
chosen · to "show off the becomesortoftheCollegesongfor 
ensemble[s)." the commencement ceremony," 
_ The· tfrst piece Blooding {as Wilson said. 
___ ....;;, ______ __, 
school's over ... now get a real education. CARMITA'S 
t:l: ·' · COVE 
'it'"~ CONSIGNMRNTSHOP ..... 
·: ~ Formals and 
~eeks. 
includes 
air and most meals! 
.... .a 
~rat; semi-fonnals 
We buy and sell ni=w and neatly-new 
women's formal wear and much more. 
Did you only get to wear \hat special 
dress once? Tired of your clothes? Bring 
us yours and buy some more! 
Ill West State St., Ithaca zn-4657 
only for 18·35 year-olds! 
call (800) 466 061 O 
•from ens! coast conditions apply 
contiki 
Blue fox Books 
unusual and inexpensive 
used books and rec-ords 
' 'sc"enes 'ifu'ough 'sqrig and jovial· 
Egbert) introduced was "Country · As this piece progressed, Egbert 
Band March" performed by the IC stoodandyelJed"practice,practice, 
Wind Ensemble, with guest direc- practice"toalltheotherensembles. 
tor Frank Battisti '53, M.M. '64. Egbert's display of emotion and 
According to Egbert, it symbolized energy and the ensembles furiously 
the profound effect band music had playing random notes and scales 
during the 1890s and the great in- could represent the way Ithaca 
fluence it had on the conservatory. College was built on the same 
1~ also i~itiatcd the SO-minute con- pri9cipals of practic,:in_g and perse-
ccit' &il was characterized by a"' ~verarici:· -. ' . - .. '' ' ' : 
,, . '. ' . ··;..· .;.;;· -----=================;;;; 
Since 1959 
• ALL MAKES & MODELS OF NEW CARS at WHOLESALE PRICES + 
Since 1959, Automotive Consultants has 
provided Ithaca with new and used vehicles at 
bottom dollar prices. There's no high pressure, 
no sales gimmicks, just a· cup of coffee, honest 
advice, and old fashioned value. Stop down and 
see Billy or Sam for your next car or truck. 
217 Elmira Road -
Next to Dairy Queen 
(607) 273-2800 
Fax 273-2809 
'Iht Peif ect Present 
e=AN~MAL Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
_9JtJfRACf iON~ 108 Dryde~ Rd. I Collegetown 
~ ~ 273-4857 I We Deliver 
$5.95 
with salad 
Spaghetti & Meatballs $5. 95 
with salad 
·Fried Haddock $6.95 
with trench fries and side of spaghetti 
~------------------------
' ' . , 
I Enjoy a bottle of Sutter Home White Zinf and el I 
: · _with dinn~r tonight at Franco's. · I 
_ 1 Present th~s coupon with the purchase of two dinner entrees I 
1 and re·ce1ve a bottle of Sutter Home White Zinfandel for I I - only $1.00 -~ 
I . Coupon does n?t apply to .de~ive_ries. Not valid with other coupons, I 
I discounts ~r specials. No su_bstttut10ns allowed. Expires: June 1 o, · 1992 I L-----~-~---~-~----~------J 
Dine-in and 
use, 
---till fill 
--_ N ··>-. .::··-:· .. .-: ;._-;c., --:.,.- :,--_-.---_.,_ -----. - -- --.: --
_. :· := -. ~w;=se~gflllPoried-:,.&-=i 
--·-, ~9~h.$~~'.\;~~i•_;:,~-:[~~-a. ' 
823 Danby-Road at Hogan's Corner 
277-6666 • llam-l:30am 
For delivery 
use 
• 
• 
May 2s, ·1992 
Movie Listings for 
May 28-June 3 
STATE THEATRE 
phone 273-2781 
The current movie listings and . 
umes were not available at press 
. time. Please call the number 
above for more Information. 
CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 255-3522 
Movies through June 9 
All movies at WIiiard Straight Hall 
Flnal Analysis- Fri., 28th, 7:40 
Dune- Fri., 28th, 10:30; Mon., 31st 
10 
La Dolce Vita-- Sat., 29th, 7:15; 
Sun., 30th, 8 
Night· of the Living Dead-- Sat., 
29th, 10:55;Tues., 1st, 10 
La Femme Nikita-- Mon., 31st, 
7:25; Wed,.2nd, 9:45 
Painters Palnt!Jlg- Tues., 1st, 
7:30 
Zero for Conduct/ Sherlock Jr.·· 
Wed., 2nd, 7:30 
Grand Hotel- Thurs., 3rd, 6:40 
The GOdfather,... Thurs., 3rd, 9:15; 
Sat., 7; Tues., 8th, 9:30 
Laurence of Arabia- Fri.& Sun., 
4th&6th, 7 
Annie Hall-- Fri., 4th, 11 :30; Sat., 
5th, 10:30 
Vincent-Mon.& Tues., 7th& 8th, 
7:10 
Picnic ~t Hanging Rock-- Mon., 
7th,9:30; Wed., 9th, 9:40 
Pather Panchall--Wed., 9th, 7:10 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
Midnight Clear-- Daily at 7:15, 9:30; 
Sun. at 2:15& 4:30 also 
Where Angels Fear to Tread-- Daily 
at 7:15; Sun. at 2:15 also 
Raise the Red Lantern-- Daily at 
9:30; Sun. at 4:30 also 
Thunderheart-· Daily at 7:15, 9:30; 
Sun. at 2:15& 4:30 also 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 2n-s11s 
Medlterraneo-- Daily at 7:15, 9:30; 
Sun. at 2:15, 4:30 also 
Dellcatessan--Daily at 7:15, 9:30; 
Sun. at 2:15, 4:30 also 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID 
MALL 
phone 257-2700 
Far and Away-- Daily at 3:45, 
6:30, 9:30; Sat.& Sun. at 12:45 
also 
Lethal Weapon 3-- Daily at 4:00, 
7:00, 9:45; Sat.& Sun. at 1 :00 also 
Sister Act- Daily at 4:20, 6:50, 
9:10; Sat.& Sun. at 1 :20 also 
Encino Man-- Daily at 4:30, 7:45, 
1 O; Sat.& Sun. at 1 :50 also · 
The Player-- Daily at4:15, 7:10, 
9:55; Sat.& Sun at 1 :30 also 
Wayne's World- Daily at 4:40, 
7:20, 10:15; Sat.& Sun. at 1 :40 
also 
Basic Instinct-- Daily at 4:00, 
6:45, 9:15; Sat.& Sun. 1:10 also 
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Third try no charm 
'Alien 3' falls short ·of predecessors 
By Kevin Lewis 
While Alien 3 finished the Alien 
trilogy with a grand and solemn 
ending, the film was, for the most 
part, a disappointment. Fans of the 
other two films will probably not be 
happy with Alien 3. Director David 
Fincher provides the audience with 
a movie that just doesn't live up to 
its predecessors. 
Opening with what appears to be 
a dream sequence between the cred-
its, the film quickly does away with 
all the survivors of Aliens but one, 
and strands the escape pod carrying 
Lt. Ripley (Sigourney Weaver) on 
Fury 161, an all-but-deserted penal 
colony. 
Upon landing, it is revealed that 
Newt, Hicks and even the remain-
ing half of Bishop died before the 
pod reached the planet. This is the 
first and one of the biggest disap-
pointments of the film. After the 
hell Newt went through to survive 
the last movie, it was a major let-
down to have her killed in hyper-
sleep. 
Ripley, upon awakening, is in-
formed that she is the only survivor 
and is stranded with 28 men who 
haven't seen a woman in over seven 
years. The first person she meets, 
Chief Medical Officer Clemons, 
(Charles Dance) is her guide and, 
briefly, love interest. 
As with the first two, this film 
tries to be more intelligent than the 
average blow-up-everything-in-
sight-for-no-particular-reason ac-
tion movie; it almost succeeds. The 
biggest problem with the movie is 
that the audience isn't allowed to 
Movie 
Review 
Alien 3 
The Ithacan rates movies on a scale 
from 1 lo 10, wtth 1 O being the best 
action movies. The effects come 
from the same bag of tricks used in 
numerous movies--explosions, a 
little blood, some gore, etc. 
Compared to the knock-out spe-
cial effects of movies such as its 
own forerunner, Aliens, and mov-
ies such as Terminator 2, the pid-
dling effects in Alien 3 just don't 
measure up. The alien isn't even 
care for the characters. scary. It's small, and, compared to 
The long scenes of dramatic dia- the mother alien from the last movie, · 
logue serve more for distraction than rather unimpressive. Resttaint from 
for character development. Indeed, the effects crew doesn't work well 
character development would have in an action movie. 
been greatly aided had any charac- As for action, there isn't nearly 
ter, once developed, been able to enough, and what action there is, 
stick around for more than a few isn't that impressive. A couple of 
seconds. More than once in the explosions, the prerequisite alien-
movieacharacterreveals theirdeep- bursting-from-chest scene and a 
est motivations and is gobbled up couple of chases from the alien's 
by the alien seconds later. The only perspective are about all there is in 
thing that saves these two charac- thewayheart-poundingexcitement. 
ters from being utterly forgettable One of the finerpartsofthefilm 
are the fine perfonnances given by is its simple message about the 
the actors. relationship between life and death. 
Weaver is as strong as ever and In both the words Brother Dylan 
shows some emotional growth spoke at Newt's and Hicks' crema-
throughout the movie, though she tion as well as the images that end 
does not seem to be trying too hard the movie, the belief of renewal is 
in the part. She is not enough to espoused--life comes from death 
sustain the film, however, and is and there is no life wjthout' death. 
relied on far too heavily. Charles Unfortunately, it isri't easy to get 
Dutton as the head prisoner, Brother such messages across in a big-bud-
Dylan, gave a strong yet restrained get action movie. 
performance that made me wish he As a rule, sequels aren't as good 
had been used more in the movie, as the original film. Alien 2 was an 
and not just as alien bait. exception, butA/ien 3 is not. While 
lpe other cast members provide better than much of the drivel put 
good support for Ripley et al, but out for summer viewing, Alien 3 
never really stand out on their own. had some pretty big expectations to 
Technically, the mov~e. dc,,e~n't. _ }i_ve_ µ_p to, •.. , E?l,~C,'f}~ioµ~,,~at it 
hold~tsownagainstothcrofioday's unfortunately falls short of. 
Welcorne Back Ithaca College filomni 
. . . . . . 
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1 8 shops locally owned and 
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Gallery 1 2 .1 
Ithaca Guitar Works 
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CLASSIFIE·DS/COMICS 
FOR RENT 
IMMEDIATELY FOR RENT: 3 
Bedroom townhouses, close to Ithaca 
College, withmanyamenities.Call 273-
6142 JOAM- 10PM. Ask for Gus. 
1 bedroom in 3 bedroom house. Super 
convenient to IC campus. Parking/laun-
dry. Very nice house. $235 plus. Call 
Rob 256-2852. 
UnusualContemporary Townhouse 
Available from June, July or August 
'92. 3 bedrooms, will accomodate 4 
people. 2 baths, free heated garage, 
additonal free parking, sky-light entry, 
walled garden, covered balcony, pets 
allowed. Walk to IC, Cornell, Com-
mons and all buses. Price $1000. Call 
anytime, 257-7077 
LUXURY 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT. Close to campus and Com-
mons. Furnished. Dishwasher, micro-
wave, parking, backyard, pets OK.$600 
Tom 272-7891 
ENJOY THE LAKE. 4 bedroom. Fur-
nished. Fireplace, microwave, dock, 
sunsets. Close to Campus. 9 month 
lease August thru May. $300/person 
Tom 272-7891 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
Just down the Hill. Close to Commons 
and Busline. Pretty Victorian house. 
Furnished. Perfect for couple. $495 Tom 
272-7891. 
ROOMMATES 
HOUSEMATE WANTED 
N. Geneva. 4 1(2. blocks from Com-
mons. 12 mo. lease starts Aug 1. Call 
914-835-0355 
SERVICES 
HORSEBACK RIDING--At Lonestar 
Stable $12 hr., S15 1 1/2 hr. Sat "Wil-
derness Excursions" 2 1(2.-3 hr. (inter-
mediates experienced only) $25!! Pri-
vate trails- minimum 4/2 hr. Advanced 
reservations: Preble, 607-749-3593 
NOTICES 
. Heading for EUROPE this summer? 
Jet there anytime for $169 with 
AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let's Go! & 
NY Times.) For Details: AIR.HITCH 
® 212-864-2000 
tALVIN & HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON 
'{QU'LL RE. l'Ro\JI) 10 KN.OW 
1 n.\ GOIIIIG TCl \)()t,.11\iE A.lL UIE. 51-lOT I SNEE.7.E. 1C> 
HOSPlif..L.5 FOR 
MUC\l5 iRANS· 
HIS\005. 
OH Sit)? BEl~G .O\SG\lS\11\6, 
Ci\L\IIW! t\.0800'{ ~5 11/AT 
OO!'IAlt.D.' '«AA T AK \\)£A ! 
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Spend the 
summer MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM By MIKE PETERS 
fiddlin 
aroun 
OR BLOWING A TRUMPET, wailing on a sax, beating a 
drum, or even serenading fireflies with the warm 
ton;!S of a flute. Spend the summer playing music. 
Begin at Hickey's Music Center. 
At Hickey's, you can talk to us about any instrument 
imaginable. Violins, violas, cellos, clarinets, 
saxophones, trombones, recorders, penny whistles, 
guitars, bodhrans, congas, keyboards, pianos ... the 
list goes on and on. 
If you're just getting started Hickey's rent or rent-
ro-own terms and teaching facilities makes it easy. 
For experienced musicians, our expertise and vast 
selection of printed music means that you coo can 
get the most music for your summer. 
Visiting from out of town? Come in and browse. 
You're sure to find some hidden treasure! And, our 
accredited repair ·shop is well equipped to handle 
even the most critical emergencies. 
Every day the Hickey's Music team helps 
lthacans pursue their love of music. This summer is 
the perfect time-for you to join the fun. 
To help you get tuned up, just bring this ad to 
Hickey's Music Center before June 20 and we'll give 
you 10% off 
selected print 
music. 
To gel there, tum easl onto 
Dey SI. from RI. 13 and go 
3 blocks lo Adams. Or, 
~ foll EVERYONE 
~l:IlCKEY,s 
•Music Center• 
off Rt 1:\ at the- corner of Dey & Adams 
272-8262 Mon-Sal 9-6 Park free 
from downtown go nonh 
on Aurora St. Turn left on Tompkins, lhen take the firsl right after Cayuga SI. 
Hickey's is one block further. You may also lake the No.4 bus IO!JUr door. 
OKAY,ONe Of YOU . 
VRANKMV 
COi-AT NOW,WHO 
WA$1'rf',f' 
' 
~oueor1H5 
Rl0HTO~e 
SAB~ .. , 
UH HUH!.,, 
THIS IS At.MOST 
TOO ~AS~. 
YOU'RE AT COLLEGE CIRCLE 
The best apartment living for 
ITHACA COLLEGE STUDENTS lies just a 7 
minute walk to the southern border of 
campus. New construction, huge rooms, 
beautiful furniture, on-site laundry and 
plentiful parking are j~st a:few of the 
many features enjoyed by COLLEGE CIRCLE 
residents. · 
Call today .to see and select the 
best value in a two·~ three· or four bedroom 
apartment for 1992-93 · 
COLLEGE CIRCLE APARTMENTS 
1033-1035 Danby Road 
2 7 7 - 1 2 2 1 
May 28, 1992 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday, May 28 Campus Center Parking Lot, and Opportunities," Klingenstein Alumni String Thing Open Re- Zone" Episodes, TV Lounge A, 12 12:30p.m. Lounge hcarsal. Ford Hall, lp.m. Midnight 
Centennial Reunion perfonnance Walking Tour of Downtown Ithaca, Communications: "Ideas, Inven- All-College Picnic, Campus Cen- Sunday, May 31 ofSerling'sWorld,a playwritten Campus Center Parking Lot, tions, and Issues: Communications ter Quad, noon 
in tribute to Emmy-winning screen- l:30p.m. in the 21st Century I," Emerson C 
writer Rod Serling,Clarke Theater, Alumni String Thing Open Re- Centennial Sk Prediction Run/ 
Dillingham Center, 8:00p.m. Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller Humanities and Sciences: "Repro- hearsal, Ford Hall, lp.m. lMile Fun Run, Track, 8a.m. 
Celebration or a Century Re-
Chapel, 6p.m. ductive Technologies: Public and Centennial Alumni Crew Row, Catholic Mass, Muller Chapel, 
Alumn1 String Thing Open Re- Private Issues," Emerson Suite A union: Boathouse, 1 p.m. lOa.m. 
Wine Tour: Wagner's Vineyard, 
hearsal, Ford Hall, 7p.m. Health Sciences and Human Per- 8th Annual Alumni Softball Game, formance: "Futuristic Trends in _Cayuga Lake Cruise, Campus 
Campus Center Parking Lot, Serling's World, a play written in Health, Physical Education, and Allen Fields, l:30p.rn. Center Parking Lot, 10:30 a.m. 
12:30p.m. tribute to Emmy winning screen Recreation," Emerson Suite B Ta~ghannock State Park Bus Trip, 
Robert H. Treman State Park Bus 
writer Rod Serling, Clark Theater, Campus Center Parking Lot, Thursday, June 4 Dillingham Center, 8p.m. Session II, lla.m.: 
Trip, Campus Center Parking Lot, l:30p.m. 
lp.m. "Swing!" with Spiegle Willcox Music: "UsingContemporary Me- Walking Tour of Downtown Ithaca, Ithaca College Centennial Presen-
and His All Stars, Emerson Suites, dia in Music in Music Education," talion, Ithaca Sunrise Rotary Club, 
Cayuga Lake Cocktail Cruise, Cam- 9p.m. Clark Lounge Campus Center Parking Lot, 2p.m. Royal Court Resraurant, 7:30a.m. 
pus Center Parking Lot, 8:30p.m. 
All-Greek Reception, Terrace Din- Communications: "Ideas, Inven- Serling's World, a play written in tribute to Emmy-winning screen Saturday, June 6 Friday, May 29 ing Hall, 9p.m. tions, and Issues: Communications in the 21st Century, Part II," writer , Rod Serling, Clarke The-
Midnight Madness: Screening of Emerson Suite C ater, Dillingham Center, 2p.rn. American Lung Assoc. Bike Trek, 
"Communication: Keytothe2lst Rod Serling's Classic "Twilight Alumni String Thing Open Re- noon Century," a Second Century Sym- Zone" Episodes, TV Lounge A, Humanities and Sciences: "Teach-
posium presented by Nicholas 12a.m. ing and Technology Imo the 21st hearsal, Ford Hall, 3p.m. General Negroponte, Hoerner Theater, Century," Emerson Suite A History of Ithaca College: "A 
Dillingham Center, 4p.m. Saturday, May 30 Health Sciences and Human Per- Centennial Perspective," Slide Announcements 
Centennial Reunion performance fonnance: "Eyolution of IC Physi- Presentation, Paul McBride, Col-
of Serling's World, a play written Centennial Reunion performance cal Therapy Program: Past BS, lege Historian, Clark Lounge 4p.m. Handwerker Gallery Exhibit, May 
in tribute to Emmy-winning screen of Serling's World.a play written Present MS, Future DPT," Textor Catholic Mass, Muller Chapel, 26-September20, "Developing the 
writer Rod Serling, Clarke The- in tribute to Emmy-winning screen 102 4p.m. Image: Archival Photographs 
at.er, Dillingham Center, 8:00p.m. writer Rod Serliog, Clarke The- SAi/Sensational atlthaca--"Music Classes of '42-and-Earlier Cocktail from Conservatory to College," 
Celebration of a Century Re-
at.er, Dillingham Center, 8:00p.m. 
and Memories,•: Nabcnhauer, Ford Reception, Emerson Lounge, Including the Work ·-of Hadley Smith, Hours: Mon.-Fri., 9a.m.~ 
union :Golf Tournament, Country Faculty and Professional Alumni Hall, 8a.m. 5:30p.m. 4:30p.m. 
Club of Ithaca, 8a.m. Panels and Q&A: Exploring the Panel Discussion: "Your Finan- "Centennial Reunion Ball" --
Tennis Tournament, (Singles) East 
Future of the Disciplines within 
cial Future: Making Individual Featuring the New York Voices, a Centennial Exhibit, June 1-7, Li-each School: brary 
Courts, 9a.m. Financial Decisions in Light of Special Presentation by the Steve Session I, 9:30a.m.: Current 'National Economic Brown Centennial Band and Walt City of Ithaca Hosts the Special 
Buttennilk State Park Trip, Cam-
Music: "Bands Alive!: Instru- Forecasts," FriendsHall 101,8a.m. Amey and the Hcpcats_ Dinner/ Oympics. EvenL'> at Ithaca and pus Center Parking Lot, 9:30a.m. 
mental Music for Public School, TcnnisToumament(Doublcs),East Dancing, Hill Center. 6:30p.m. Cornell Campuses. IC is the Site of 
Wine Tour: Wagner's Vineyard, College, and Community Bands," Courts 9a.m. "Nightcaps with a View," Tower Opening and Closing Ceremonies. Housing and Dining Facilities; Campus Cente~ Parking Lot, Clark Lounge Tour: Sir Alexander Ewing Ithaca Club, 9:30p.m. Cornell Provides Sports Venues. 12:30p.m. Business: "Doing Business in the College Speech and Hearing Clinic, Midnight Madness: Screening of Begins June 11, noon; Ends June 
Cayuga Lake Luncheon Cruise, 21st Century: Trends, Challenges Smiddy Hall, 9a.m. Rod Serling's Classic "Twilight 14, noon; Centennial SpeakerTBA 
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SPORTS 
Baseball's hopes fade away in Battle Creek 
By Adam Wodon 
BATILE CREEK, Mich.--Ithaca 
College's up-and-down baseball 
season came to an abrupt end on 
Monday. As Senior Rob Coleman 
lifted a fly ball into center field 
William Patterson's John 
DiGirolomo caught it, and the 
Bombers came to the realization 
that it had to end sometime. 
After a season which included a 
promising Aorida trip, a long win-
ning streak, a puzzling season-end 
batting slump, and a come-from-
behind win in the New York re-
gional, Ithaca went to Battle Creek, 
Michigan tocompetein the College 
World Series for the second straight 
season. In last year's double 
elimination tournament the Bomb-
ers were knocked out in two straight 
games. This year, with virtually the 
same team, the Bombers were set 
on making a better showing. 
In the end, they did just that. 
Despite going 2-2, losing both 
games to William Patterson, and 
getting eliminated before the final, 
the hard-working Bombers still did 
better than many people expected, 
overcoming long odds to get there, 
making the final four, and coming 
within a whisker of making more 
noise. 
If there was one sore point for 
Ithaca it was the fact that they had 
lost because they did not do many 
of the things that promoted their 
success. That is, in the two losses, 
the Bombers were victims of 
baserunning errors and fielding 
lapses. The Ithaca success during 
the season was grounded in excel-
lent fundamental baseball. It's what 
got them through the New York 
Region. It also failed them at cru-
cial moments in Michigan. 
The week started out simply 
enough for the Bombers. At C.O. 
Brown Stadium last Thursday, 
Ithaca took on Central Region 
champion Aurora University. With 
ace Mike Santora on the mound, the 
Bombers completely shutdown the 
Spartans on the way to an 8-1 vic-
tory. They touched up Jason 
Wittenmyer for five runs in the first 
3 2/3 innings. 
"Jason pitched last week [in the 
regional] on two days rest," said 
Aurora coach Jim Schmid. "He 
didn't have any pop on his fastball. 
I'll be second-guessing myself [on 
the decision to start Wittenmyer] 
for a while." 
As they had done to many a 
weaker opponent in the past, Ithaca 
took advantage of a number of 
Spartan mistakes. Shortstop Mark 
Zahara, filling in for starter Mark 
Foltmer, made three errors, two on 
one play. Meanwhile, the Bomber 
bats did enough damage to put the 
Spartans away early. 
Aurora's only run scored when 
Santora dropped. a ball flipped to 
him by Coleman in the first inning. 
Fireman reliever Mike Saccomanno 
came in after 7 1/3 innings and 
riding_a streak ofretiring 13 straight 
batters. After the first four struck 
out, a runner finally earned first due 
to an error. The next batter singled 
drawing a chuckfe out of 
Saccomannowhoquicklyputastop 
to any of Aurora's pipe dreams. 
Next up, on Saturday, was the 
Pioneers of William Patterson. They 
had defeated Marietta in their first 
game 8-6. The Bombers had faced 
the Pioneers in Florida and beaten 
them 9-5. Sandy Christian pitched 
for Patterson while Bomber coach 
George V alesente decided to return 
to freshman starter Ed Mahoney. 
Through the first three innings, 
neither team could score any runs, 
despite the fact that the pitchers 
weredancing through the raindrops, _ 
both literally and figuratively. 
That's when a pow-wow between 
the NCM committee representa-
tives and the umpires resulted in 
the suspension of play for one day. 
The officials detennined the field 
conditions to be unplayable. 
The two teams resumed play on 
Sunday at noon, under overcast 
skies and 40 degree conditions. 
Because of the amount of pitches 
Mahoney and Christian had already 
thrown, both managers were forced 
to go to their bullpen. For Ithaca, 
that meant bringing in Jeff 
Rosengard while the Pioneers 
countered with Kevin Thompson. 
William Patterson jumped all 
over Rosengard, getting three runs-
-including a deep blast first team 
all-American Keith Eaddy. The 
Pioneers added another and went 
on to win 4-3, but not before some 
dramatics. 
The story for Ithaca was the 
mistakes. With runners on first and 
second and nobody out in the sec-
ond inning, Chad Kolb couldn't 
execute a hit-and-run play, 311d 
Steve Goldberg was thrown ourat 
third. Eventually, two more 
Bombers were thrown at third 
during crucial times. The plays were 
all close but the decisions to run 
were questionable and the Bomb~ 
ers ran themselves out of three in-
nings. 
They also allowed an unearned 
run that proved to be decisive. With 
Keith Beach pitching for Ithaca and 
Patterson freshman Ed Mitchell up, 
the Pioneers took advantage. Ac-
tually, Mitchell was the story as he 
fouled off eight pitches to keep 
himself alive. Finally he laced a 
The baseball team makes a return to the College World Serles. 
double to right centerfield to score 
the run. 
"Freshmen aren't supposed to 
do that in the World Series," said 
Pioneer coach Jeff Albies. "That 
was a great at-bat and a big hit" 
Meanwhile, despite leaving 11 
men pn base, the Bombers crept 
back into the game. With the score 
4-2 in the ninth, GeoffBrown pinch 
hit for John Shelsy and was hit by 
the pitch. Thompson then walked 
Dave Mahoney to put two runners 
on with no one out. 
Then came one of the best cat-
and-mouse games of the season. 
Albies went.to his bullpen to get 
righty reliever Scott Farber, even 
though a lefty was warming and a 
lefty batter was coming up. But 
Albies knew what he was doing. 
Geller bunted moving the runners 
up. Farber then gotrighthanded Vic 
Leon to fly to left The sacrifice fly 
scored a run and brought Coleman 
to the plate with two out and a 
runner on second. The Bomber 
slugger was hitting close to .500 in 
the series. His swing was back in 
full fonn and the Bomber faithful 
were anticipating a big finish. 
That's when Albies went to his 
lefty Pete Ellerbrock. The lefty re-
lief specialist then fooled Coleman 
badly on a curve and a slider to 
strike him out and end the game. 
In the post game press confer-
ence, a giddy Ellerbrock informed 
everyone, including Albies, that the 
out pitch was the first slider he 
threw all year. Albies. almost 
choked. 
"He scarnil the hell 0111 of me 
when he said that," said Albies. 
"But he did great. He loves to be in 
that situation, facing the all-
American with the game on the 
1in " e. 
Meanwhile, what would have 
See II Baseball, 11 page 1S 
· Softball, track, crew among sp~ing successes 
Spring sports 
wrap-up 
had two hits in the first game. 1987. 
Against Cortland, the Bombers The men's varsity heavyweight 
managed only six hits, two of those crew finished sixth in theirprelimi-
coming off the bat of senior Stacy nary heatanddid notadvance. Their 
Swiger. final record was 5-5. 
By Scott D. Matthews Despite the rocky finish, the WOMEN'S TRACK 
SO Ff BALL Bombers did have a successful sea- There are certain things in life 
When you want to find a defini- son. Their 20 victories made it you can be certain of: death, taxes, 
lion of a roller-coaster season, look consectutive 20-win campaigns for and the Ithaca College women's 
up the 1992 Ithaca College softball the team--the first time in team his- track tearri will win the New York 
team. tory that has occurred. State Women's Collegiate Athletic 
Coach Deb Pallozzi's club be- SeniorpitcherStacy Johnsonhad Association (NYSWCAA) Cham-
gan the season by winning the first a wonderful year.racking up all but pionship. 
eight games of the.season. They three of the team's wins. Her 17 Forthesixthyearinarow,coach 
then lost five of the next eight be~ victories is a school record. Jim Nichols' team was victorious. 
fore winning four sttaight games. Two members of the squad ThemeetwasheldonSouthHillon 
They followed up by loosing three · landed on the school's career bat- May 1 and 2. 
ofthenextfourgamesbe~or~wrap-. -ting .aveqige top-ten list. Kim First place finishes were turned 
ping up the regular season" with Lamoureax is third with a career in.by junior Amy Vanaskie in the 
three wins in a row. The end result mark of .340. Missy Foley occupies 100 and 200 meter dashes, and jun-
was a 20-9 record--go~:xl ~pugh .. 0 the seventh sl9t,-standing at .3_7().· · : -ipi- Ann DelSignore in the 3,000 
for a bid- to the NCAA Division III CREW and 5,000 meters. Senior Shelley 
playoffs-and a trip up Route P t9 · · W;hatdoesacrewteamdoforan Pace finished second to Vanaskie 
Cortland State. . .. · · ··encoreafteranoutstandingseason? · in the 100 meters. 
As it,turned out, Ithaca wound_ .. TI1e..It6acaCollege.crewanswered The women's track team fol~ 
up playi~g two games on May 8. thai question with three medals ,at lowed up their NY SW CAA cham-
Unfort~tely for them, those ;w~ ,. Jhe.Dad.V~ ~hampiops~ips.- · ,· .- pionship with a fourth place finish 
contests~would be their last of the ·-~ "tfie-iop boat for the Bombers attheECACcharnpions~ipsheldat 
sea.wn.Jfoorfieldinghurtthesquap,., ,·\\'.~~e.wpme,i'snovi~efour, wpicl:i _ Williams College on May 16.· . 
as they:Jost both times. Eastern o . --earned ~silver medal: 'Ibe Women 4g" V anaskie again won both th~ 
Connecijbutshut them ou~, 5-0, and_~ -~J!Oyi~~ f:i~b_!·and the~en ·~ ~ovj~ ~()()and 200 meterdash~s. Her tim~ 
Cortlan41followed up with a 5-1- foureachgarneretlabronzemedal. mthe200,25.27,setasc;hoolrecord 
victory tjver the B~IJ!ber.;. · . The overallresults were also fa- and qualifieg l\er forJhe NCAA 
Intheopener,rth~ltl#j::~Hte~~, vma}>le. :The men's Vmsity ~ghtf' ~ c;hampi"onships, .' ._ ·; 
gave u~~ve urieamea 'runs: Game .. weig~t qew, whi~h linished 'the·' . -, .. - .. MEN'S TRA,CK . 
two feapired an encor~ t>erfor~ .. , season :with a perfect 12.0 r~ord;- ~ --·. The men's track team visited the 
mance, ;~ the Red Dragons· toolc ' firtistietl sixth in thechampforishipf · New York State Colle~ Track ancJ . 
advantage-of three.Ithaca miscues. · -· · The wonien's·varsity crew~8-2 · Field Championships in Rochester 
The offense also slumped. Se- this season, came in ninth. That on May 8 and 9. The result was a 
nior- ~h.onstop . .Nancy Liskiewicz . .fmishwasthebestfortheboatsince .. su:ong. fourth place. finish for th~ 
., 
team. Junior Jason Jackson set a YaelLevyandKellyGaughanwere 
school and meet record in the 200 victorious. 
meters with a time of 21.71. That WOMEN'S LACROSSE 
perfonnance qualified him for the The women's lacrosse team 
NCAA Division III Outdoor Track went through a rebuilding year, as 
and Field Championships. The evidencedbytheyoungsquad's5-
team'sotherfirstplaceperformance 9 record. Coach Andrea Golden's 
was _turned in by junior Steve team was 2-8 at one point before 
Palumbo. He won the hammer putting together a three-gam~ win-
, throw with a distance of 51.02. ningstreak. On April 28, theBomb-
On May 2, the Bombers com- ers traveled to Rochester in search 
peted at Rochester against the host of their fourth straight win and some 
Yellowjackets and Alfred. Ithaca additional respect The end result 
came away with wins over both wasacloselosstotheUniversityof 
opponents. Palumbo was victori- Rochester 12-10. 
ous in the harniner throw with a The contest swung back and 
· distance of 51.1. Jackson won both forth all day long as the lead 
the 100 and 200 meter dashes. changed hands five times. 
JuniorDaveRusselwonthe400 _ _.The Yellowjackets, however, 
meters, and c_lassmate Mike -~Qtinated the late stages of the 
Mulligan capture-the 1,500 meters .. , game, scoring four of the last five 
Senior Rob ~usthke won the jav- goals. · · :~ -
elin throw. Jurµor attackLi.sa.f'einstein fin-
GOLF ished her outstandif!& season with 
Thegolfteamwoundupastrong six goals and one assist. Junior at-
spring campaign with a seventh tackJeannineJosephhadtwoscores 
placefinishattheRochester-Comell ·-and four assists while Sophomore 
Invitational held on May 1 and 2. attack Tara Szigethy added two 
Senior Jeff"Wexlerled the squad goolsand~neassis'Llngoal,sopho-
with a two-day to~l .o,f J64, and mo~~ ~~bi~ ~.oug~y stopped 12 
sophomore Ian Breen shot a 166. sho~. Boughy_lostfor the first time 
The team finished with a 6~3 in her last five starts. · 
record · · · . Feiirsiein's season earned her a 
WOMEN'S TENNIS-_. place in the school's record book. 
The w~rnen_'s ~nis Jeain~s.aw She scored 33 times this season, 
their final~ m?fkJall tO ~ -4;with~ 7- the 11th best single season total in 
21ossatV~:O~Applit>i:Qou}?l~ schoo~~histocy.:'-"She. ·n6w has 67 
teamspickedupboih.:131:iih~.wiris. career scores, which· ties her for 
Fir~t_te~ Ju~ie '(a~ci-~f Cheryl_ . ninth place on the career goal scor-
D~~kiel,-:ai:id::,t~e ~coi:io learn of ing chart. · . . _ 
\'.- ·-..::---'"' "'~-·- ··-. - .. ~._ ,~ ......... • 
. --. __ .... 
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Lacrosse season ends few games short of championship 
By Scott Matthews recorded a hat trick. tallied two goais each. . . · · .quences. The Bombers overcame a 
The Ithaca College men's la- *** Junior goalie Dale Neely was slowstartenroutetoa20-7victory. 
crosse team's season came to an In thefirstroundofthe playoffs, strong between the· poles. Neely Fetty, who had misse1 a good 
The final record for the Bomb-
ers was 12-2, 5-1 in Lhe EAA. That 
win total tied a school record for 
wins in a season, set by the 1978 
and 1980 NCAA playoff teams. 
The squad also surmounted the 200-
goal mark for the first time since 
1980, setting the school standard 
with 274 tallies. 
end on May 17, just a few g~es Ithaca .travelled to Maryland for a tumed·b;.tck 15 shots on goal while portion of the season while-battling 
shy .of adding another- nauonal date with the third-ranked Salisbury allowing only seven scores in 54 mononucleosis, had b_eyn rounding 
championshipstrophytotheSooth State. The end result was an im- minutesofplay. backintoformasoflate.Duringthe 
Hill collection. The Bombers fell pressive 21-9 victory for coach Jeff *** seven-goal spurt, he showed he was 
to Roanoke College 20-10. i~ ~e Long's team. The win was Ithaca's The final game of the regular all the way back. The Rochester 
semifinals of the NCAA Division first post-season triumph since seasm_1 took place on Allen Fieldon native had a hand in five of those 
III playoffs. 1980. May 2. The task for the home team goals, scoring three and assisting 
Toegamewascloseearly;lthaca Schoulberg led the offense with was simple: the had to win to on two others. 
trailed4-2inthefirsthalf.However, three goals and three assists. clinch their second consecutive The rest of the points were 
took control with four sb1light tal- Sophomore attack Brian Ferry and EmpireAthleticAssociation(EAA) widelyscatteredamongtheBomber 
lies and the Bombers never gAs he freshman midfielder D;mny championshipandsccureanNCAA roster. Sixteen players picked up at 
had.all season,juniorattack Charlie Sheehan chipped in with a goal and playoff berth. least one point, including junior 
Schoulberg was Ithaca's big gun. two assists each. Those three re- The Bombers responded well to defenseman Rob Kenna's first ca-
As for individual performances, 
Schoulberg enjoyed one of the fines 
seasons ever for a Bomber laxer. 
Schoulberg now has 77 career goals, 
which puts him in ninth place on 
' the school's all-time list. 
Schoulberg scored three times, the ceived plenty of support from the the pressure, and visiting St. reer goal. 
seventh straight game in which he rest of the squad; six other players Lawrence suffered the conse-
*** 
Other perfoi:mances of no Le were 
put forth by senior altack Joel 
Florczyk and Sheehan. 
Base~all-------------------------------
continued from page 14 
happened if Valesente chose to let 
Geller swing? The Bomber mentor 
is known for not bunting often. 
"It wasn't a lefty-right situation 
in our minds," said Albies. "We 
brought in Farber because he could 
field the bunt better. [IfGellerdidn't 
bunt] he really would have screwed 
me up. He had to [bunt]. If the guy 
grounded into a double play he 
would have been second guessing 
himself all year. We both played 
the percentages, we just came out 
smelling like roses." 
Because of the loss, the Bomb-
ers had to play Marietta following 
that game. Ithaca was now in the 
same predicament as in the regional. 
They needed to win three in a row 
-
... 
- - - -
just to get into the championship 
game. 
The Bomber bats got out in 
front earlyagainst Marietta and 
didn't look back. The win forced a 
showdown with William Patterson 
with the Bombers needing wins on 
Monday and Tuesday and the Pio-
neers only needing one of two to 
make the championship. 
The Bombers were fully confi-
dent they could beat Patterson. "I 
think we play better once we lose a 
game," said hot-hitting third· 
baseman Paul Pedone. "We con-
centrate better." 
They certainly seemed to be do-
ing that early on Monday. The 
Bombers jumped all over Pioneer 
starter Bob Graham. Graham had 
Welcome to Family Fun 1 
t GOLF DRIVING RANGE I 
(Brightly Lighted) 
' 1 Batting Cages & Mini"ature· Golf 1 
' I 
' 
I 
' 
322 Elmira Rd. Open 10 a.m.-11 p.m. Sx/wk 
Ithaca Jiri. & Sat. 'til midnight ' 
Ro~e!a.rl R e.fta~alf t 
THE COMMONS 
272"5708 
VOTED BEST BREAKFAST IN ITHACA 
Headquarte,s for gifts and souvenirs from Ithaca.·· 
LOCAL TALENT Bo.oles Photography Music . 
. SIGHTS Posters Postcards Videos 
soUVENIRS T-shirts Mugs and much more! 
OPEN EVES TILL 9 
Closed Sundays 
115 The Commons 
Ithaca • 273-6360 
been roughed up in two previous 
post-season outings despite having 
a 5-0 record during the season. The 
Bombers took advantage of two 
early walks and helped themselves 
with three timely, two-out hits to 
take a 3-0 lead. It looked like Ithaca 
was on their way to repeating Lheir 
New York Region comeback, or at 
least force another game. 
But, suddenly Santora's world 
fell apart For the third time during 
the season, the Bomber ace was 
forced to work on three days rest 
and for the third time he was inef-
fective. 
Going into the game, the Bomber 
starters had a 0.47 ERA during the 
World Series. But Santora' s fastball 
stayed behind at the hotel and 
t 
I 
I 
s·-
u 
M 
M 
E 
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William Patterson came back 
quick.I y. Santora. a notoriously slow 
starter, never rounded into form as 
the Pioneers scored five times in 
four innings to take a 5-3 lead. 
Thal mcanL bad news for Ithaca. 
One of the five runs was another 
monster home run from Keith 
Eaddy. It was the first homer 
Santora allowed all season and it 
came a the worst moment. 
With Saccomanno now pitch-
ing, William Patterson got three 
damaging runs, thanks, in part, to a 
throwing error by Saccomanno. 
Saccomanno had danced out of 
trouble in the sixth. With first and 
second and nobody out, he struck 
out Eaddy and second team all-
American ·Ralph Perdomo. How-
ever, with the same part of the order 
up in the eighth, Saccomanno 
wasn't as lucky. 
When Coleman flew out in the 
This promising team will lose 
two veterans 1n Coleman, who is 
near the top in nearly every career 
offensive category, and John 
Shelsy, the superb defensive 
catcher. 
The Bombers will miss those 
two but Valesente will re-load and 
come back. As Valesente said, the 
Bombers had their chances but 
William Patterson was just better. 
Despite the losses the entire pitch-
ing staff will be back along with a 
pair of hotshot newcomers. 
Look forward tonextyear, Ithaca 
College will be contenders again. 
Staying 
in Ithaca 
this summer? 
Then make· 
some money 
and join 
The Ithacan 
staff. 
Contact Bev Goodman, 
summer editor in chief, if you 
are interested in any of the 
following staff positions: -
.. entertainment wr.iters 
. ' . 
.. sales repre~_entatives 
.. news writers 
.. photographers 
... feature. ·writers 
.. . copy editors 
Make your summer worthwhile, 
work for The Ithacan! ! 
... 
l 
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Ithacan/Katherine W. Brown 
Around Ithaca ... 
Seniors celebrate at 
Commencement 1992 
Ithacan/Katherine· W. Brown 
Ithacan/Miriam Greenfield· Ithacan/Miriam Gr~enfield 
